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Residents enjoying a performance by the cello
duo of Christina Porkert & Nathaniel Drake.

Christa & Allyson preparing for Halloween by carving pumpkins

Fall festival 2020

Camphill Ghent

elders in community

Music Appreciation – A Common Experience
On Thursday, October 15th, we all enjoyed

through harmonious shared experience.

the last of our outdoor concerts for this

This was certainly the case for the last of our

season. It was a wild and windy occasion as

outdoor concerts.

is often the case on our Hilltop. We decided
for this concert we would create a special
opportunity for all of our residents to

precarious time is essential for our

witness one another from afar.

emotional wellness. It was very

The Green River Cello Ensemble bravely

time on The Hilltop, enjoying the steady

came and set up right in the center of our

breeze and beautiful music. Afterwards,

oval garden at the front entrance of The

those who reside in Tourmaline and Aurora

Hilltop. On either side of them chairs were

went home to eat and the independent

set up to accommodate both portions of

folks enjoyed a nice picnic luncheon.

our community: assisted and independent
living. As per New York State regulatory
guidelines, we all had to be distanced from
each other so as not to risk being in too
close proximity to spread infection. Then
everyone assembled, each to each
respective side. While it was an extremely
beautiful day, full of light and the trees
themselves alight with color, the breezes
bordered on gusts and woke everyone up
to the reality of the coming seasons.
We were well prepared, some of us turning
up in anoraks and winter caps, others with a
throw over their legs. It seemed a
momentous occasion, with our community
represented as a whole, bridged by lovely
classical music in the middle. Music has a
way of gently bringing people together
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Feeling united as one community in this

encouraging to see us all together for that

As we are uncertain what the coming winter
will bring, harnessing our forces as a united
community will help us to weather whatever
comes.

Light and Color - Movement Activity at the Hilltop
Today we took inspiration from the rainbow

the earth begins to reveal its full pallet of

for our movement exploration. In a lecture on

color, especially the vibrant green of the

stage lighting Rudolf Steiner suggested that

growing plants. Green emerges as the light

one can begin entering an experience of the

penetrates the substance and draws forth

rainbow through violet.

life. Long before other colors emerge in

Asking ourselves: where do we see violet in
the world? Some noted that it is in the flowers
of the early spring and summer where one
finds most of the purple flowers: crocus,
violets, periwinkle, hepatica, and iris. The
darkness of night almost emerging to dawn,
or a night illumined by stars, is darker than
blue, and almost violet. It is a color associated

flowers and fruit, many plants go through
an explosive growth process expanding
embryonic seeds and buds in an
abundance of green stalks and leaves. We
moved green as the Spacial Dynamics
movement of the Tree, together with the
song Out of Night’s Deep Darkest
Shadows.

with the expanse of the cosmos. We moved

Yellow is a color that we often associate

violet with the Spacial Dynamics movement of

with the Sun. When people draw or paint

the Pole Star and sang the song Return Again.

the sun, they often draw a sphere with

Moving on to blue we thought of the predawn time, the Hour of Blue, when objects in
the world can be seen, but all is shades of
blue. This soft, muted color is a neurologically
inviting to the nervous system and welcomes a
relationship to light. In blue we give birth to a
new day and new life. In Navajo traditions the
colors have meanings, blue is the color of the
sky, everyone has the same sky above them. If
there are disagreements, one only has to look
up to see the same sky and find something in
which everyone can agree. We moved Blue
with the Spacial Dynamics movement of the
Goddess and sang Peace I Ask of thee O
River.
As dawn unfolds the light brightens and
shades of pink and yellow appear in the sky,

expanding circles of yellow. Another way is
to draw the sun as a circle with lines raying
out from it. Sometimes when the clouds are
just right or the leaves of trees are just right,
one can see beams of light streaming down
through the clouds or leaves. Yellow is the
color of the long and slender ripened
grains, wheat, barley, oats, rye, and corn. It
is the bright little flickering candle flame.
Yellow thus offers the gesture of being
upright and centered, as in the middle as
one can be, or connecting the center with
periphery. It is about being present in one’s
self, awake and attentive. We sang In
Autumn Saint Michael with Sword and with
Shield while gesturing downwards with our
arms like a series of light rays streaming
down.
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brilliant reads before dissolving into the
darkness of night. In the winter and at night
when we warm ourselves by a crackling
glowing red fire, we experience the last
offering that a tree can give. As the eyes age
and gradually diminish in their sight, red
and pink are often the last colors that can be
perceived. This out-breath of red we
honored with the Spacial Dynamics
movement The Tides, feeling the center
dissolve into the expanse of the periphery,
As summer progresses the colors of the
flowers evolve to primarily yellows, oranges
and reds. Likewise when the leaves begin to
turn on the trees they begin with yellow and
transition to the glorious oranges and reds.
The orange in the sky is more often seen in
the evening than in the morning in the vibrant
sunset colors. In nature orange is often seen in
the last gifts of the plants in the nourishing,
social and sweet round fruits and vegetables:

and sang Swing Lo, Sweet Chariot.
So our color journey brought us through the
day, seasons, and life, leaving us welcoming
the calming darkness and restfulness of the
night. A time without light, and without
color in which the content of life can be
digested and absorbed; when space can be
formed for welcoming the dawning of a new
day.

oranges, peaches, apricots, tomatoes,

-Elizabeth Frishkoff

pumpkins, and squash. It is a color that
connects us with others in gratitude and
appreciation. Our movement gesture was the

Staff Spotlight: Kayla O’Dell

lemniscate, moving with the autumn wind
blowing with the poem Oh Wild West Wind,
Thou Breath of Autumn’s Being.
And, as Steiner suggests, we leave the
rainbow through red. In the trees red is the
last out-breath of color. The oaks are the last
to change, and they turn to a dark red before
dropping their leaves. Maples will often go
through a transition from green, yellow,
orange and finally red before they are done.
The fiery glow of the sunset often ends with
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The other day, when speaking with one of
our residents about desserts, I said I try to
limit myself to only the very special ones.
Then the resident quickly replied, “But they
are all special here!”
To be sure the quality of our baked items in
particular increased exponentially when
Kayla began working in our Hilltop kitchen.
Her signature strength is definitely

presentation, though the taste is
undisputedly fine, also. Kayla puts all her
best into creating innovative, homemade
food for our Hilltop residents.
Her work in the
kitchen at Camphill
Ghent began one
year

ago

on
st
November 1 .
When asked what
inspires her about
her work here,
Kayla responded,
“Everything!” She
loves the residents
and thinks long and hard when she is at

very proud to be a Chatham born person,

home about what she can create next that

as “it takes a village to raise a family.” Kayla

will please them. For example, someone

believes she could not be better situated to

who is gluten free has an upcoming

raise a family than in her hometown.

birthday, and Kayla spends her time
exploring recipes for the best gluten free

Apart from spending time with her kids and

cakes. Likewise, Kayla is well aware of

hanging out in town, Kayla also enjoys

holidays approaching and imagines

Kayaking. Her favorite color is orange. Her

delectable treats to accompany the festive

birthday is January 21. One of her favorite

meals. Her positive attitude towards her

kinds of foods is Mexican.

craft is obvious in all she does.

One of the main aspects Kayla appreciates

When not at work, Kayla loves to do

about working here is the freedom she has

handcrafts and bake. She has two

been given to be creative. If she gets an

children: Anthony who is 15 and Madison

idea about what she can cook or bake, she

who is now 9. Kayla is an extremely proud

finds her team in the kitchen quite open to

mom. In fact, being a mom is what

her inspirations.

inspired Kayla to get into cooking. She
wanted to be able to prepare good,
wholesome food for her kids, as opposed
to just buying packaged foods at the
store. She loves walking around town,
being a native Chatham woman. She feels

It is a great gift to our Camphill Ghent
community that Kayla has chosen to work
here in our kitchen. Thank you for all you
do, Kayla!
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Vegetable First!
All rights reserved 2002 by Louise Frazier,
Culinary Specialist
Autumn is the season when we seem to come
alive after the more dreamy days of summer. We
begin to look forward to traditional Fall
vegetables, among them are the colorful squash
and pumpkins. The squash harvest has been
down throughout the Summer, and now it seems
the Winter varieties are 20% lower than
anticipated at Roxbury---likely it's the same for
other farms in our bioregion. Each year Nature is
a strong determinant in what comes forth from
the land, and not the farmer alone in this
cooperative venture. So let's enjoy the 80%
squash harvest we will receive, preparing with
recipes old and new. One way to give a sense of
sumptuousness is to combine squash with rice--in a risotto, cooking both together in a one-pot
dish, or simply baking a squash and serving on a
bed of rice. Squash and brown rice varieties take
about the same amount of time to cook, making
them suitable to combine in the cooking.
For a one-pot dish, rinse, drain and lightly toast
for a few minutes 1 C brown rice in a deep heavy
bottom pot. If using ginger, coriander or curry for
seasoning, add to the toasting rice. Then push
the grains away from the center and put a
whole---washed---unpeeled squash into the pot.
Add 2ó C water, cover pot and simmer for 45
minutes. After 30 minutes, pierce the top put of
the squash with a fork to test if it is softening. If it
seems to be quite hard yet, turn it over in the pot
and continue to simmer for 15 - 20 minutes.
When done and water has been absorbed into
the rice, remove the squash to a plate with large
tongs or 2 large spoons. Season the rice in the
pot by folding in 1/2 tsp salt. If above spices were
not used earlier, add to rice along with the salt 1
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tsp of herbs: dried leaf basil, thyme or
marjoram. Cover pot and let stand. Quarter
the squash vertically and spoon out seeds. No
need to remove from its skin, as squash
cooked this way has a softened edible skin
with minerals intact!
Sprinkle with herb salt or pour over each
quarter as it is served, a British mixture of 1 T
balsamic or raw apple cider vinegar+ 1 T of
viscous honey+ 1 T lemon juice. Serve with
rice and some greens---either as salad or
braised---and your choice of protein.
OPTIONS · Wash and cross cut slice leek
greens and strew into pot of rice and squash
after cooking30 mins. Blanch, peel, seed and
chop 1 - 2 fresh tomatoes and add to rice with
seasonings after squash is removed.
A warm sauce to serve over broccoli/broccoli
rabe or other cabbage-related vegetables like
collards, is one that my partner Wolfgang
created. Let him alone in the kitchen and he
will concoct surprising combinations of food--and they are quite tasty!
Mince 1 medium onion and lightly sautee in
oil until beginning to caramelize -- but not
brown. Stir in 1 tsp each of turmeric,
coriander, cardamom and leaf thyme while
still lightly sautéing on very low heat for 3 - 5
minutes. Add 1 C of mashed tofu---or quark or
ricotta cheese--and 1 tsp of salt or 2 tsp of
tamari, blending in with wire whip.
For a smoother sauce, dissolve 1 tsp arrowroot
powder into 1/2 C of cool vegetable broth or
water and stir into sauce over low heat for a
few minutes until it thickens.

Herbsttag

Autumn Day

Herr: Es ist Zeit. Der Sommer war sehr gross.

Lord it is time. How rich our summer was.

Leg deinen Schatten auf die Sonnenuhren,

Lay Autumn's shadow on the sun dials;

und auf den Fluren lass die Winde los.

unleash the winds that sweep across the plains.

Befiehl den letzten Fruechten voll zu sein;

Command the tardy fruits to fill with juice,

gib ihnen noch zwei suedlichere Tage,
draenge sie zur Vollendung hin und jage

and give them two more days of southern warmth,
pressing them on to their completion, urging

die letzte Suesse in den schweren Wein.

ultimate sweetness into heavy wine.

Wer jetzt kein Haus hat, baut sich keines mehr.

If you've no house now, you will not be building.

Wer jetzt allein ist, wird es lange bleiben,
wird wachen, lesen, lange Briefe schreiben
und wird in den Alleen auf und ab
unruhig wandern, wenn die Blaetter treiben.

If you're alone, alone you'll be, for long.
You'll stay up late and read and write long letters;
you'll wander up and down the tree-lined streets,
restlessly, when the wind-blown leaves are falling.
Rainer Maria Rilke

Translation by Christiane Marks

Light in Our Times
When the Pandemic entered Humanity
in March, there was a need to do
something, as it were, to count the
situation and offer something positive.
In our neighborhood , Eurythmy came
to mind. We decided to meet each
morning at 10.30am outside Magnolia
to do various verses and exercises

in all these month were there only two of
us, but mostly six to nine or ten. It was met
with great enthusiasm, a meaningful
activity during this time, it gave us a
reason to be and a purpose and we will
go on as long as will be necessary.
With gratitude dear neighbors for being
so brave and faithful.
-Christina Bould

which we thought appropriate for the
circumstances. We were able to meet
every morning no matter what the
weather was like, cold , snow , even
wearing hats and gloves, a hardy
group of people and very faithfull
indeed. Sometimes the group was
larger, sometimes smaller, only once
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Photo Review
1.

2.
4.

1. Preserved leaves made by Era.
2. “Oh My” the black Halloween cat.
3. Judy carving pumpkins for
Halloween.
4. Funeral for Joan Strochak.

Silent Auction!
Registration for our Silent Auction is now Open!
Register for the auction:
https://one.bidpal.net/camphillghentauction/
welcome
and preview our auction packages today.
Included are gifts by local artisans, handmade
Camphill products, weekend getaway packages,
wines, and more. By joining this online event, you
are supporting Camphill Ghent.
Contact Ivy Sharron with any questions
at ivysharron@camphillghent.org or (518) 721-8400.

3.

An Autumn Mood
Embracing the season is what we do best here on
The Hilltop. It is so much fun to consider what the
upcoming festival is and embark on crafts
accordingly. Over the last couple weeks, some of
our Hilltop residents have been gathering leaves
and preserving them, then decorating the windows
with these brightly colored leaves. Also, they have
been cutting out little pumpkins and decorating
their mailboxes. Leaf transparencies were also a
very fun project.
Making jack o’ lanterns is a great project in
October. Creating funny faces and chopping up
pumpkins was a really joyful process for many of
our folks. Both residents and pumpkins alike had
big grins by the end of the activity. These activities
were facilitated by Era Montecillo and Margaret
Carlson.

Fall
The wind is blowing the leaves are falling
Here in Camphill Ghent the residents
are showing the beauty of their working
from pumpkin cards for the mailbox
and capturing autumn leaves for the windows
Era Montecillo

In Honor of Joan Strochak
th
On October 25 , we came together at The Hilltop

also helped to found Camphill Village. Being

oval garden to celebrate the life of Joan Strochak.

able to hear the manifold ways in which Joan

Many people adored Joan, and her funeral was
well attended. Joan passed away on October 23rd

has touched those around her was very

in her room here in Tourmaline House. Being
able to hold the funeral was quite special, as we
have such challenges at the moment coming
together in great numbers. Having such an
occasion outside was a wonderful solution, as it
allowed people to gather and feel safe at the same
time.

signiPicant for our community.
Then the time came for Rabbi Zoe to follow the
cofPin to the hearse and accompany Joan to her
Pinal resting place in New Jersey. Also in
attendance was her son, Michael. Joan has
another son who was not able to attend.
Through the many contributions, a picture
was formed of someone who was frank,

Rabbi Zoe, who has not been here since the

compassionate, witty, devoted, and at times

outbreak of the Coronavirus, came and

quite deadpan. Joan, we will all miss your

performed the funeral according to Joan’s wishes.

special character and style. We were graced by

Joan clearly articulated the way in which she

your presence here and feel grateful you chose

wanted her funeral to take place, so all those

to call this home during your Pinal years. It is

close to her did their best to make it happen

so fortunate that we could come together and

according to her plan. It was obvious that those

bring closure to your life in such a manner.

present were deeply moved to be able to come
together and grieve as a community. We heard
the 23rd psalm in English and in Hebrew, then we
heard about Joan’s biography a little. At the end,
Rabbi Zoe created a space when people could
share their thoughts and feelings regarding Joan.
The microphone was passed around to many
people who shared their loving thoughts, one of
which I would like to share here. Anna Rae spoke
to how Joan was one of the parents who founded
Camphill Village Copake through her efforts to
create a home for her son, Michael. Anna spoke
also on the subject of Joan’s founding of Camphill
Ghent together with many others. It is quite
signiPicant that Joan has left us now and that she
has joined individuals like Marion Clement who

